
Conveyancing is a process. As with all processes it can be 
reduced to a number of steps. But as any person involved with it 
knows, there is a lot more to conveyancing than just following the 
steps. Each transaction is a journey, and to help you on your way 
you need a roadmap. This is it.

In much the same way that roadmaps are now accessed electronically via 
GPS, conveyancing is conducted digitally in cyber space. The destination 
is the same but the pathway is different.

While most conveyancing trips stick to the main roads, you still need to 
know where the minor ones, and even the side tracks, will lead you. If 
you get lost some directions will be needed, and emergency assistance is 
required when you break down or become bogged. What if you crash?

All this can be found in Conveyancing Victoria.

It starts by explaining the basic elements of a conveyancing transaction, 
then provides a step-by-step guide to both the manual and electronic 
processes. This is complemented by detailed explanations and 
precedents. It envisages the problems that can arise and offers 
suggestions on how to avoid them. If it’s too late for that, then there are 
strategies for dealing with them.

This book will suit a person who just wants to know how to do 
conveyancing. It will also provide an invaluable reference for those 
practising in this area.

Whatever your level of knowledge of, experience in or involvement with 
conveyancing, you cannot afford to be without Conveyancing Victoria.
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Preface to 2022 Edition

Welcome to your 2022 edition of  Conveyancing Victoria. This is the eighth 
print version of  the book, but in between the hard copies there have 
been updates to the electronic version. If  you have not taken advantage 
of  access to the online version you are missing out on this. So make sure 
aW]�\ISM�Q\�]X��1\�KW[\[�VW\PQVO�WVKM�aW]�J]a�\PM�JWWS��<W�ÅVL�W]\�UWZM�
IJW]\�Q\�OW�\W�\PM�ÅZ[\�XIOM�WN �\PM�JWWS�

There has been a lot going on in the world of  conveyancing since the 
last edition. Electronic settlement and lodgment are now the norm. The 
Sale of  Land Act is still being amended and interpreted by the Supreme 
Court. Practitioners have a greater responsibility for the calculation and 
collection of  state and federal taxes. We have a new contract of  sale. 
These are among the developments covered in this edition. 

On top of  this we now have to deal with the restrictions imposed as 
KWV[MY]MVKM�WN �+7>1,��!��<PM[M�QVKT]LM�\PM�KTW[QVO�WN �\PM�WٻKM[�WN �
Land Use Victoria, limitations on physical settlements and the prohibi-
tion on carrying out property inspections. Whilst some of  the changes 
may not be long term, it is likely that others will continue to impact on 
\PM�_Ia�_M�XZIK\Q[M��AW]�KIV�ÅVL�W]\�UWZM�Ja�^Q[Q\QVO� \PM�+W^QL��!�
Hub on the Law Institute Website – https://www.liv.asn.au/Web/
Resource_Knowledge_Centre/COVID19_Hub/Web/Content/
Resource_Knowledge_Centre/COVID-19_Hub/COVID-19_Hub.
aspx?hkey=b737f4ed-dfe9-4b6c-85b4-c537442caa02

The pace of  change shows no sign of  letting up. It is more important 
than ever to keep up to date with legislation, cases and processes. The 
prospect of  doing this has become less daunting for me now that I have 
help from an expert conveyancing practitioner. Joan Lentini prepared 
the new chapter that sets out in some detail the online process. I am 
most grateful to Joan for this valuable contribution and hope that she 
will become an ongoing contributor to the book. 

One of  the great pleasures of  authoring this book is the opportunity 
to continue working with my good friend Louis de Vries of  Hybrid Pub-
lishers. I doubt that I could keep doing this without his encouragement, 
support and occasional gentle cajoling. Hopefully we will continue in 
this vein for years to come. 

– Simon Libbis, January 2022
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1. What is Conveyancing?

Conveyancing is the transfer of  interests or estates in land from one 
legal entity to another. The agreement to transfer the estate or interest is 
contained in a contractual document. This is the source document con-
taining the agreement between the parties to the conveyancing transac-
\QWV��<PM� QV[\Z]K\QWV[� \W� \PM�:MOQ[\ZIZ�WN �<Q\TM[� \W�MٺMK\� \PM�ZMTM^IV\�
change in the Register are contained in approved forms.

Components
The usual conveyance has four basic components:
1. Title and goods

These are the subject of  the conveyance, or what is being bought or 
[WTL��1\�QVKT]LM[�\PM�TIVL�_Q\P�ITT�Q\[�QUXZW^MUMV\[��Å`\]ZM[�IVL�Å\\QVO[�
and the goods that are included in that sale. Fixtures are items which 
may once have been goods but have been so permanently attached to 
the land that they are regarded as part of  it.

The title is at the heart of  any conveyancing transaction. It gives 
you a full description of  the land being dealt with and details of  the 
registered proprietor and any registered encumbrances, restrictions and 
easements.
2. Non-title restrictions and charges

These are restrictions and charges not shown on the title but nonethe-
TM[[�IٺMK\QVO�\PM�\Q\TM��.WZ�M`IUXTM"

• statutory restrictions such as those contained in section 42 of  the 
Transfer of  Land Act 1958;

• rates, taxes and other outgoings;
• water, sewerage and other service pipes laid on the property; and
• \PM�bWVQVO�IٺMK\QVO�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�IVL�OW^MZVQVO�Q\[�][M�

3. Contractual documents

Contractual documents include the contract of  sale and the vendor 
statement (often referred to as the section 32 Statement or vendor’s 
LQ[KTW[]ZM� [\I\MUMV\���<PMZM� IZM� [XMKQÅK� ZMY]QZMUMV\[� ZMTI\QVO� \W� \PM�
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drafting of  these documents. The conditions contained in the contract 
must be adhered to and the relevant legislation complied with.

The form of  contract used in most conveyancing is the one pro-
duced by the Law Institute of  Victoria in conjunction with the Real 
Estate Institute of  Victoria This form of  contract is widely used and 
accepted in the conveyancing industry.
4. Title documents, settlement, stamping, lodging and 

registration

The last element deals with documents or forms of  direction to the Reg-
Q[\ZIZ��<PM[M�ÆW_�NZWU�\PM�KWV\ZIK\]IT�LWK]UMV\[�IVL�MVIJTM�I�KTMIZ�
title to be delivered at settlement and the new proprietor to be registered 
on title.

Such forms as a withdrawal of  caveat and discharge of  mortgage 
are provided at settlement together with a transfer of  land in exchange 
for funds. As will be explained later the paper forms have now largely 
been replaced by data transfer. In order to meet restrictions imposed 
as a consequence of  Covid-19 where data cannot be lodged, there is 
a process for lodging imaged documents. Information about that can 
be found at – https://www.land.vic.gov.au/land-registration/fees-
guides-and-forms.

Usually a deposit has been paid. Under certain circumstances, its 
early release can be obtained. The balance of  the purchase money 
is due at settlement plus or minus an adjustment of  outgoings. Such 
things as rates, taxes, registration fees on discharges and withdrawals 
and sometimes even stamp duty have to be adjusted between the vendor 
and the purchaser usually at the date of  settlement.

The Participants
There are a number of  players in a conveyancing transaction:

Vendor

In a conveyancing transaction a vendor is the party who is selling the 
land. The vendor is usually, but not always, also the registered propri-
etor on the title to the property. If  not it will be necessary for the vendor 
to produce at settlement documentation to enable a transfer of  the land 
from the registered proprietor to the purchaser.

The vendor:
• Puts the property up for sale, usually through an estate agent. An 

authority to sell is signed by the vendor and authorises the agent 
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\W�[MTT�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�WV�[XMKQÅML�\MZU[�IVL�KWVLQ\QWV[�
• Arranges for the preparation of  the vendor statement. The 

details required to be disclosed are set out in section 32 of  the 
Sale of  Land Act 1962.

• Has a contract for the sale of  the property prepared. This con-
tract sets out details of  the property and goods (if  any) being 
sold, the terms and conditions under which the vendor will sell 
the property, and the consideration or purchase price the vendor 
is willing to accept.

• )KKMX\[�IV�WٺMZ�\W�X]ZKPI[M�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�
• Usually, but not always requests an early release of  the deposit 

paid.
• Arranges for the discharge or removal of  any encumbrance or 

restriction shown on the title which the purchaser has not con-
tracted to accept.

• Signs the transfer of  land submitted by the purchaser.
• Usually signs a statement (or statements) required by the State 
:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�QV�ZMTI\QWV�\W�OWWL[�

• Participates in settlement arrangements.
• Ensures that title documentation is available to be handed over 

at settlement.
• Arranges for notices to be sent to statutory authorities advising 

them of  the change in ownership.
)�ÆW_�KPIZ\�NWZ�\PM�̂ MVLWZ�IXXMIZ[�QV�)XXMVLQ`����)�LM\IQTML�KPMKS-

list that could be useful when acting for a vendor is set out in Appendix 
2. In Appendix 3 is a sample of  a letter that could be sent to vendor 
making an initial enquiry about the conveyancing process.

Purchaser

The purchaser in a conveyancing transaction is the party who contracts 
to buy the property from the vendor. The purchaser is usually, but not 
always, the party who signs the contract of  sale.

The purchaser:
• Inspects the property and any documents available. This could 

include the draft or proposed contract and vendor statement.
• Negotiates with the vendor either directly or through an agent or 

representative for the purchase of  the property.
• 5ISM[�IV�WٺMZ�NWZ�\PM�X]ZKPI[M�WN �\PM�XZWXMZ\a�IVL�][]ITTa��J]\�
VW\�IT_Ia[��XIa[�I�LMXW[Q\��?PMV�\PI\�WٺMZ�Q[�IKKMX\ML�QV�_ZQ\QVO�
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by the vendor a contract is in place
• Has the vendor statement checked. At this stage a title search 
IVL�[\I\]\WZa�KMZ\QÅKI\M[�[PW]TL�JM�WJ\IQVML�

• Arranges for a caveat to be lodged on the title to the property to 
warn anyone searching the title that there is a contract in exist-
ence.

• Measures the land.
• 1N �IXXTQKIJTM��UISM[�IV�IXXTQKI\QWV�NWZ�ÅVIVKM�\W�I[[Q[\�_Q\P�\PM�

purchase of  the property. If  successful, the purchaser will sign 
mortgage and ancillary documents to secure the loan against the 
title of  the property being purchased.

• Arranges for a transfer of  land and notice of  acquisition to be 
prepared and signed.

• Sometimes signs a statement (or statements) required by the 
;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM� QV�ZMTI\QWV� \W�OWWL[��<PQ[� Q[�][]ITTa�XZW-
vided by the vendor.

• Has a statement of  adjustments of  outgoings and a settlement 
[\I\MUMV\�XZMXIZML�IVL�ZI\QÅML�Ja�\PM�^MVLWZ�

• Participates in settlement arrangements.
• Inspects the property as close as possible to the settlement date.
• )ZZIVOM[�NWZ�I�ÅVIT�WZ�KPMKS�[MIZKP�WV�\PM�\Q\TM�\W�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�

being purchased.
• Makes purchase funds available at settlement.
• Has title documents stamped and lodged for registration.
• Arranges for notices to be sent to statutory authorities advising 

them of  change in ownership.
The aim is to ensure that the purchaser is registered as the propri-

etor on the title to the property, that the title is free from all encum-
brances apart from those that the property is sold subject to and that 
the purchaser obtains possession of, or the income from, the property.

)�ÆW_�KPIZ\� NWZ�\PM�X]ZKPI[MZ�IXXMIZ[� QV�)XXMVLQ`����)�LM\IQTML�
checklist that could be useful when acting for a purchaser is set out in 
Appendix 5. In Appendix 6 is a sample of  a letter that could be sent to 
purchaser making an initial enquiry about the conveyancing process.

The processes mentioned here are now mostly carried out electroni-
cally. This is dealt with in more detail later.
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Representatives

Parties to a conveyancing transaction can either handle it themselves or 
appoint a representative to act on their behalf. The former is becoming 
less common as the move to 100 per cent digital progresses. More infor-
mation about that can be found here – https://www.land.vic.gov.au/
land-registration/consultation-papers. The representative will steer 
the client through the process and procedures involved. A representa-
tive acts on behalf  of  and in the best interests of  the client.

It is necessary for the representative to take full and complete instruc-
tions as early as possible in the life of  the transaction. This allows advice 
to be given in accordance with the client’s individual needs.

As a practical measure, the representative should organise check lists 
for taking instructions from clients. This will ensure that all the neces-
sary information is obtained when initial instructions are taken.

If  it is obvious that the client needs advice of  a kind which is outside 
the knowledge and expertise of  the representative, the client should 
either be referred to an appropriate source or advised to seek their own 
source of  advice. For example, the representative may not be fully con-
^MZ[IV\�_Q\P�ÅVIVKQIT�XTIVVQVO��<PMZMNWZM��_PMV�IV�Q[[]M�IZQ[M[�_PQKP�
requires advice in this area, the client should be advised to consult a 
ÅVIVKQIT�XTIVVMZ�

It is important for the representative to ensure that:
• the client receives legal advice and that advice is delivered to the 

client in a manner to ensure, so far as possible, the client’s under-
standing of  that advice;

• \PM�KTQMV\�Q[�SMX\�N]TTa�IL^Q[ML�WN �\PM�TMOIT�MٺMK\[�WN �\PM�\ZIV[IK-
tion;

• the client is at all times kept informed of  developments;
• \PM�KTQMV\�Q[�OQ^MV�[]ٻKQMV\�IVL�IKK]ZI\M�QVNWZUI\QWV�[W�I[�\W�JM�

able to make informed decisions;
• the representative acts upon the client’s instructions;
• all necessary searches and enquiries on the title and property are 

conducted and the results are conveyed to the client;
• \PM�KTQMV\�Q[�[I\Q[ÅML�_Q\P�ITT�I[XMK\[�WN �\PM�\Q\TM�IVL�XZWXMZ\a#
• all necessary documents are prepared accurately and in a timely 

manner;
• all necessary correspondence and communications with all 

parties to the transaction are attended to promptly and dili-
gently;
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• all reasonable endeavours are made to ensure that the steps 
ZMY]QZML�IZM�\ISMV�QV�I�\QUMTa�IVL�MٻKQMV\�UIVVMZ�

A good representative ensures that deadlines are met or an exten-
sion obtained and that their client is kept fully informed of  the progress 
of  the transaction.
Deadlines

There are a number of  deadlines in conveyancing, and it is essential that 
you develop a checklist or reminder system. You could use a manual or 
electronic diary. If  you use a conveyancing software package there is 
usually an inbuilt diary system. The method is irrelevant so long as it 
suits your needs and you are comfortable with its use.

When you receive a new matter, you should enter in your tracking 
system pertinent dates such as the auction date, the date for loan 
approval and the settlement date. Then enter dates to remind you to 
check the progress of  each of  these events at an appropriate time prior 
to the event; for example, to check progress with your client a week 
before the date for loan approval.

If  you can’t meet a deadline, for whatever reason, it is important 
that you take steps to minimise any repercussions. Don’t just put the 
matter aside – it won’t go away, and delays in conveyancing can be 
costly. Wherever possible, negotiate for an extension of  time to meet 
the deadline and always keep your client fully informed of  the situation.
Contact with the client

It is important that your client is at all times aware of  the progress of  
their transaction. Communicate with your client clearly and concisely. 
Don’t be ambiguous or verbose.

If  you need your client to do something, give them instructions, 
timelines and, wherever possible, reasons. When they communicate 
their decision to you, take note of  their instructions and act accordingly.

)N\MZ�aW]�PI^M�_ZQ\\MV�\W�WZ�\MTMXPWVML�aW]Z�KTQMV\�_Q\P�I�[XMKQÅK�
request remember to diarise an appropriate date to check on the pro-
gress of  that request. For example, you may telephone your client and 
I[S�\PMU�\W�KWVÅZU�TIVL�UMI[]ZMUMV\[�_Q\P�aW]�I[�[WWV�I[�XW[[QJTM��
Diarise a reminder to follow up on your request.
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.HHS�UHFRUGV�DQG�PDLQWDLQ�ÀOHV

Keep records not only of  the mail you send but also of  the telephone 
conversations you have and emails and text communication. Always 
KWVÅZU�[QOVQÅKIV\�\MTMXPWVM�KWV^MZ[I\QWV[�QV�_ZQ\QVO��OQ^QVO�\PM�LI\M�
and details of  the call and the person with whom you spoke. Changes 
QV�[\Iٺ�WZ�IV�MUXTWaMM�NIQTQVO�\W�ZMKWZL�\PM�KITT�WV�\PM�IXXZWXZQI\M�ÅTM�
could cause problems at a later date.

3MMX�aW]Z�ÅTQVO�[a[\MU�]X�\W�LI\M��1\�Q[�[W�MI[a�_PMV�]VLMZ�XZM[-
[]ZM�\W�X]\�WZQOQVIT�IVL�KWXa�KWZZM[XWVLMVKM��ÅTM�VW\M[�IVL�ZMKWZL[�WN �
\MTMXPWVM�KITT[�\W�WVM�[QLM�\W�JM�ÅTML�TI\MZ��=VNWZ\]VI\MTa�� Q\� Q[�ITT� \WW�
MI[a�\W�NWZOM\�_PI\�Q[�VW\�QV�\PM�ÅTM��AW]�UIa�ZMNMZ�\W�aW]Z�ÅTM�IVL�OQ^M�
information and advice based on its contents. However, there may be a 
XMZ\QVMV\�XQMKM�WN �QVNWZUI\QWV�[Q\\QVO�QV�\PM�ÅTQVO�JI[SM\�_PQKP�PI[V¼\�
been taken into account.

+WV^MaIVKQVO�KIV�JM�]VLMZ\ISMV�Ja�TMOIT�XZIK\Q\QWVMZ[��¹TI_aMZ[º��
IVL�TQKMV[ML�KWV^MaIVKMZ[��¹KWV^MaIVKMZ[º��
Lawyers

Lawyers can give advice about all elements in a conveyancing transac-
tion. They are governed by the Legal Profession Uniform Law (Vic) which 
sets out the standards of  conduct applicable to lawyers in Victoria.

4I_aMZ[�U][\�PWTL�I�K]ZZMV\�XZIK\Q[QVO�KMZ\QÅKI\M��<PM�XZIK\Q[QVO�
KMZ\QÅKI\M�ITTW_[�\PM�TI_aMZ�\W�MVOIOM�QV�TMOIT�XZIK\QKM�QV�>QK\WZQI�IVL�
states whether or not that lawyer is authorised to hold trust money.

If  a lawyer is authorised to hold trust money, a trust bank account 
must be opened for that purpose. There are strict rules and audit require-
ments governing the operation of  trust accounts. A Fidelity Fund com-
XMV[I\M[�KTQMV\[�_PW�[]ٺMZ�TW[[�I[�I�ZM[]T\�WN �I�TI_aMZ¼[�LQ[PWVM[\a��<PM�
Legal Services Board handles Fidelity Fund claims. This Board is also 
responsible for the registration of  lawyers and the monitoring of  their 
trust accounts.

Lawyers must also carry professional indemnity insurance as con-
sumer protection against negligence. The Legal Practitioners Liability 
Committee handles professional indemnity insurance.

The Legal Services Board investigates complaints against solicitors. 
Where appropriate, these complaints can be referred to the Legal Pro-
fession Tribunal for a formal hearing.
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Conveyancers

Conveyancers handle the processes and procedures involved in convey-
ancing. The Conveyancers Act 2006 establishes a regulatory regime for 
conveyancers. They are required to have professional indemnity and are 
bound by stringent conditions imposed by the Conveyancing Act which is 
ILUQVQ[\MZML�Ja�+WV[]UMZ�)ٺIQZ[�>QK\WZQI�

There are many highly skilled, experienced conveyancers in the mar-
ketplace. Most adhere to an additional level of  self-regulation, setting 
benchmarks for education, training and professional development.
Getting paid

Usually a client will ask a representative for a quotation for services 
prior to retaining the representative. In all circumstances it is prudent 
\W�KWVÅZU�\PQ[�Y]W\I\QWV�QV�_ZQ\QVO��1\�Q[�IT[W�QUXWZ\IV\�\W�Y]ITQNa�_PI\�
services are included in the fee you have quoted and whether or not it 
includes disbursements and GST. This will avoid potential disputes at 
a later date.

As a general rule, a representative is paid on the settlement of  a con-
veyancing transaction. There are exceptions to this rule. For example, 
you may have a regular client and the terms of  your retainer may be 
that you render periodic accounts for payment.

3MMX�I�Z]VVQVO�\W\IT�WV�aW]Z�ÅTM�WN �\PM�LQ[J]Z[MUMV\[�aW]�XIa�WV�
JMPITN �WN � \PM�KTQMV\��,WV¼\� R][\�O]M[[�_PMV�KW[\QVO� \PM�ÅTM��,Q[J]Z[M-
UMV\[�IZM�VW\�IT_Ia[�[\IVLIZL��,QٺMZMV\�KMZ\QÅKI\M[�IZM�IXXTQKIJTM�\W�
LQٺMZMV\� IZMI[�� KPIZOQVO� [\Z]K\]ZM[� KIV� ^IZa� _Q\P� LQٺMZMV\� [\I\]\WZa�
authorities, and the number of  title searches and check searches you 
apply for can vary with circumstances and timelines.

A client is often asked to pay an amount on account of  disburse-
UMV\[�_PMV� ZM\IQVQVO�I� ZMXZM[MV\I\Q^M��<PQ[� IUW]V\� Q[�][ML� \W�Wٺ[M\�
[]KP�M`XMV[M[�I[�KMZ\QÅKI\M�KW[\[��[MIZKP�NMM[��IVL�[M\\TMUMV\�IOMVKa�IVL�
[PW]TL�JM�IKKW]V\ML�NWZ�QV�LM\IQT�_PMV�ZMVLMZQVO�aW]Z�ÅVIT�JQTT�

?PMV�IK\QVO�NWZ�\PM�X]ZKPI[MZ��Q\�Q[�][]IT�\W�KW[\�aW]Z�ÅTM�IVL�LZI_�
up your bill of  costs prior to settlement. Deduct any amount received on 
account of  disbursements and clearly show the balance owing. Once the 
balance owing to the vendor and any mortgage loan advance has been 
calculated you will need to write to your client and explain in detail:

• The statement of  adjustments. This is a statement showing 
how rates, charges and other outgoings are to be apportioned 
between your client and the vendor at settlement.
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• The settlement statement. This is a statement showing how the 
amount owing to the vendor is calculated.

• The net mortgage advance and, if  necessary, how this is cal-
culated. You will need to include a copy of  any disbursement 
authority showing the deductions made from the mortgage 
advance and the reason they were made.

• If  there is also to be a second mortgage this process is repeated 
for the second mortgagee.

• Your bill of  costs and a clear itemisation of  the disbursements 
and any GST charged.

• Any equity funds payable by your client and the source of  these 
funds.

• Any amount you require direct from your client, including your 
fees, and how you require these funds to be paid. For example, 
by bank cheque or cheques payable to one or more parties, per-
sonal cheques payable to utilities or a mixture of  these.

Equity funds are the balance owing to the vendor less any amount 
being contributed by an incoming mortgagee or mortgagees. Equity 
funds can be obtained from a number of  sources, including:

• Being directed from the proceeds of  a prior transaction. Your 
client may be selling their present property and using the pro-
ceeds to partly fund their new purchase.

• 0IVLML�W^MZ�_Q\P�\PM�UWZ\OIOM�IL^IVKM��;WUM�ÅVIVKQIT�QV[\Q-
tutions will hand over the balance owing to the vendor at set-
tlement. They will then debit the amount over and above the 
net mortgage advance to an account in your client’s account.  
It is important that your client be made aware of  the total 
amount, including equity funding, advanced by their mortgagee 
and how it is calculated.

• Directly from the purchasers from their own personal source of  
funding.

When acting for a vendor, your fees are usually paid at settlement, 
often as part of  the settlement proceeds. However, a bill of  costs should 
be prepared prior to settlement and sent to your client.

Prior to settlement you will have ascertained any amounts necessary 
to discharge or remove outstanding encumbrances. You will have con-
^MaML�\PM[M�ÅO]ZM[��\WOM\PMZ�_Q\P�IVa�LIQTa�ZI\M�WN �QV\MZM[\�\W�aW]Z�KTQMV\�
NWZ�KWVÅZUI\QWV��AW]�_QTT�IT[W�PI^M�WJ\IQVML�QV[\Z]K\QWV[�ZMOIZLQVO�\PM�
disbursement of  any surplus funds owing to your client.
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The purchaser will send you a statement of  adjustments and settle-
ment statement. You will be asked to provide a breakdown of  the funds 
transfers you require at settlement.

You should write to your client and explain in detail:
• the statement of  adjustments;
• the settlement statement;
• the funds transfers you have requested at settlement and what 

these represent.

Estate agents

Vendors can elect to sell their own property but usually appoint a real 
M[\I\M�IOMV\�\W�[MTT�WV�\PMQZ�JMPITN��<PM�IOMV\�Q[�ZM[XWV[QJTM�NWZ�ÅVLQVO�I�
purchaser to buy the property on terms suitable to the vendor.

A form of  sale authority is drawn up by the agent and signed by 
the agent and the vendor. This agreement formally appoints the agent 
to market the property and sets out the terms and conditions negoti-
ated between the agent and the vendor. Legislation prohibits an estate 
agent from under-quoting or over-quoting the selling price of  real 
estate and requires the agent to disclose in their sale authority details 
of  any rebates, commission or discount they may receive in relation to 
expenses and disbursements. An agent can market a property without 
being formally appointed, but cannot take commission without the ven-
dor’s permission.

Estate agents must be licensed. The licensing body is Consumer 
IQZ[�>QK\WZQI��1\�ZMO]TI\M[�\PM�IK\Q^Q\QM[�WNٺ( �M[\I\M�IOMV\[�IVL�\PMQZ�\Z][\�
accounts, administers the Victorian Property Fund (this fund compen-
[I\M[�KTQMV\[�_PW�[]ٺMZ�TW[[�I[�I�ZM[]T\�WN �LQ[PWVM[\a�Ja�IOMV\[�WZ�\PMQZ�
[\Iٺ��IVL�QV^M[\QOI\M[�KWUXTIQV\[�

The representative body of  estate agents is the Real Estate Institute 
of  Victoria. Most practising agents are members of  this Institute.

Estate agents are governed by the Estate Agents Act 1980. The Estate 
Agents Council has been established as an advisory body to the Minister 
NWZ�+WV[]UMZ�IVL�*][QVM[[�)ٺIQZ[��1\�UISM[�ZMKWUUMVLI\QWV[�\W�\PM�
Minister on policies relating to the Estate Agents Act and the industry in 
general.

The agent:
• inspects the vendor’s property and gives a market appraisal;
• advises the vendor on the method of  sale most suitable for the 

property type;
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• discusses and/or negotiates with the vendor such things as—
¾� settlement requirements and timelines
¾� availability of  vendor statement
¾� details of  the vendor’s representative
¾� goods to be included in the sale
¾� IVa�Å`\]ZM[�\W�JM�M`KT]LML�NZWU�\PM�[ITM
¾� method of  inspection for prospective purchasers
¾� availability of  keys for inspections
¾� suitable timeslots and notice required in relation to 

inspections
¾� advertising campaign best suited to the property
¾� commission and expenses payable to the agent
¾� the type of  sale authority form to be used;

• draws up an appropriate sale authority and has it signed;
• advertises the property for sale;
• answers all inquiries arising from the advertising;
• arranges for the property to be inspected by prospective pur-

chasers;
• requires the vendor to provide a vendor’s disclosure statement 

and, if  applicable, a formal contract of  sale;
• KWV^Ma[�IVa�WٺMZ[�UILM�\W�\PM�^MVLWZ#
• negotiates suitable terms of  sale on behalf  of  the vendor;
• IZZIVOM[�NWZ�\PM�^MVLWZ¼[�IKKMX\IVKM�WN �I�[]Q\IJTM�WٺMZ#
• conveys acceptance to the purchaser;
• obtains a deposit;
• ensures a copy of  the contract is given to the party signing it;
• if  the contract is subject a condition – for example, if  it is subject 
\W� \PM� X]ZKPI[MZ¼[� IXXTQKI\QWV� NWZ� ÅVIVKM� JMQVO� IXXZW^ML� ·�
follows up with the purchaser or the purchaser’s representative 
\W�MV[]ZM�\PM�KWVLQ\QWV�PI[�JMMV�[I\Q[ÅML#

• where appropriate—
¾� facilitates the early release of  deposit money
¾� IZZIVOM[� NWZ�I�ÅVIT� QV[XMK\QWV� \W�JM�KIZZQML�W]\�Ja� \PM�

purchaser
¾� holds the keys in readiness for settlement
¾� KWVÅZU[�[M\\TMUMV\�XZQWZ�\W�PIVLQVO�W^MZ�\PM�SMa[�\W�\PM�

purchaser;
• accounts for the deposit money received at the appropriate time.
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The aim of  the estate agent is to successfully market the property, 
negotiate a successful sale and facilitate the formalisation of  a binding 
unconditional contract.

Lenders

When a purchaser requires additional funds to complete the purchase 
of  the property, it is usual for the purchaser to apply for a mortgage 
loan. This is a loan secured against the property the purchaser is buying. 
The entity lending the funds is known as a mortgagee. A mortgage has 
to be registered to enable the mortgagee to exercise the power of  sale 
contained in section 77 of  the Transfer of  Land Act 1958. A mortgage that 
is not registered is known as an equitable mortgage.

<PMZM�IZM�I�V]UJMZ�WN �LQٺMZMV\�[W]ZKM[��QVKT]LQVO"
• banks;
• building societies;
• credit unions;
• mortgage originators;
• XZQ^I\M�ÅVIVKM#
• ÅVIVKM�KWUXIVQM[#
• lawyers;
• brokers.

The ratio between the amount of  the loan and the value of  the 
XZWXMZ\a�LQٺMZ[�_Q\P� TMVLQVO� [W]ZKM[��.WZ�M`IUXTM�� [WUM� TI_aMZ[�KIV�
lend only 60 per cent whereas banks, building societies and other com-
mercial lenders can lend between 75 per cent and 100 per cent.

For loans over 80 per cent of  valuation, most commercial institutions 
will require the borrower to take out mortgage insurance. This should 
not be confused with personal mortgage insurance. Personal mortgage 
insurance protects the borrower’s ability to repay the mortgage while 
unemployed. Mortgage insurance protects the lender against any loss 
sustained if  the borrower defaults and the net proceeds from the even-
\]IT�[ITM�WN �\PM�XZWXMZ\a�IZM�VW\�[]ٻKQMV\�\W�ZMXIa�\PM�UWZ\OIOM�TWIV��
The insurance company will pay the lender any shortfall and then look 
to the borrower for recompense.

<PM�JWZZW_MZ�Q[�ZMY]QZML�\W�XIa�\PM�WVM�Wٺ�QV[]ZIVKM�XZMUQ]U�I\�
the time the mortgage loan is made. The premium is usually between 
0.1 per cent and 0.4 per cent of  the mortgage loan.

The Consumer Credit Code applies to a mortgage if:
• the credit is wholly or predominantly for personal household or 
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domestic purposes; and
• a charge (interest or fees) is made for the provision of  credit; and
• the borrower is a natural person or owners corporation created 

on a plan of  subdivision; and
• the credit is provided in the course of  the mortgagee’s business.

The code does not apply where:
• the borrower is a company; or
• the loan is wholly for business purposes; or
• \PM�UWZ\OIOMM�Q[�VW\�QV�\PM�J][QVM[[�WN �XZW^QLQVO�ÅVIVKM�IVL�Q\�Q[�

not part of  or incidental to the lender’s business; or
• no charge is being made for credit.

The code will apply to a loan for the purchase of  residential prop-
erty to be used as a family home.

The documents to be prepared vary depending whether or not the 
code applies.

Each lender has its own form of  loan agreement and ancillary docu-
mentation but they are required to complete an approved form of  mort-
gage to enable registration of  their interest on title.

The lender will:
• Make enquiries about the capacity of  the borrower to repay the 

loan. A general rule of  thumb is that the repayments do not 
exceed 30 per cent of  the income of  the borrower.

• Have a valuation done of  the secured property. This is usually in 
the form of  a sworn valuation.

• Arrange for credit checks to ensure that the borrower has a good 
credit rating.

• ;MVL�I�TM\\MZ�WN �WٺMZ�\W�\PM�JWZZW_MZ�
• Arrange for searches and inquiries as to the title and the land. 

Usually a mortgagee will require a copy of  the contract and ven-
dor’s disclosure statement as a starting point for inquiries.

• If  a company is involved, arrange for a company search and 
where applicable check the company’s trust deed.

• +WVÅZU�LM\IQT[�WN �QV[]ZIVKM�IVL�MV[]ZM�\PM�UWZ\OIOMM¼[�QV\MZM[\�
is noted on the policy of  insurance.

• Have the necessary documents drawn and ensure they are cor-
rectly signed and completed by the borrower.

• Arrange for the service of  notices and copy documentation on 
the borrower at the time the mortgage is signed.

• Calculate the amount to be advanced at settlement having 
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regard for outgoings including stamp duty and registration fees.
• Participate in settlement arrangements.
• Arrange for the collection of  title documentation at settlement.
• Have titles documents stamped and registered.

Methods of sale
Although anyone can sell their own property, most vendors employ an 
estate agent to act on their behalf. An estate agent is invariably used to 
conduct a formal auction. Properties are sold in many ways.

A private sale with no agent

This situation is the exception rather than the norm. The vendor adver-
tises the property for sale, handles enquiries and shows prospective pur-
chasers through the property.

The vendor prepares a vendor statement and form of  contract, 
either personally or through a representative.

Once terms are negotiated, the vendor and purchaser make arrange-
ments to formalise these terms.

A private sale through an agent

This is the most common way properties are sold. A vendor negoti-
ates terms of  engagement with an agent and signs either a general or 
exclusive sale authority. The vendor provides the agent with a vendor 
statement usually prepared by the vendor’s representative. Sometimes, 
the representative also prepares either a contract or a set of  special con-
ditions to be attached to any contract prepared by the agent.

The agent arranges to advertise the property for sale, handles 
enquiries, and makes appointments with prospective purchasers to 
inspect the property. The agent negotiates the terms of  sale with pro-
spective purchasers on behalf  of  the vendor. If  necessary the agent will 
draw up a contract that must be accompanied by a vendor statement.

=[]ITTa�� XZW[XMK\Q^M� X]ZKPI[MZ[� UISM� IV� WٺMZ� Ja� [QOVQVO� I� KWV-
\ZIK\��XIaQVO�I�LMXW[Q\�IVL�LMTQ^MZQVO�\PM�WٺMZ�\W�\PM�^MVLWZ�\PZW]OP�
the agent. The prospective purchaser can also stipulate a time limit for 
IKKMX\IVKM�WZ�ZMN][IT�WN �\PMQZ�WٺMZ��1N �\PM�WٺMZ�Q[�ZMN][ML��\PM�LMXW[Q\�Q[�
ZM\]ZVML��<PM�^MVLWZ�IKKMX\[�IV�WٺMZ�Ja�KW]V\MZ[QOVQVO�IVL�LI\QVO�\PM�
contract. The agent then delivers a copy of  the completed contract to 
the purchaser.
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Sale by auction

Real estate auctions are popular in Victoria. There are advantages in 
selling at auction. These include:

• a possible escalation of  the purchase price due to competition;
• a time limit placed on negotiations; and
• \PM�[ITM�Q[�LMÅVQ\M�I[�Q\�Q[�VW\�[]JRMK\�\W�ÅVIVKM��VWZ�Q[�IVa�KWWTQVO�
Wٺ�XMZQWL�IXXTQKIJTM�

As a general rule, properties with no particular or peculiar attraction 
are not well suited to auctions unless they are in an exclusive area or 
high demand price bracket.

Sometimes the vendor has a strong reason for requiring a sale by 
auction. The vendor may be an executor or mortgagee, or the sale may 
be necessary as a result of  proceedings in the Family Court. In these 
circumstances it is important to establish the best price possible for the 
property has been obtained. A sale by auction, preceded by a well-
organised marketing campaign, is the traditional way.

Market demand should also be considered as in quieter times a sig-
VQÅKIV\�V]UJMZ�WN �XZWXMZ\QM[�UIa�JM�XI[[ML�QV�WV�\PM�I]K\QWV�LIa�

If  a sale by auction is chosen, the vendor appoints an agent and 
signs an exclusive auction authority. In the majority of  cases, the vendor 
instructs a representative to complete a vendor disclosure statement and 
prepare an auction contract. These documents are usually prepared in 
quadruplicate and all copies signed by the vendor prior to the auction. 
It is desirable for documents to be available for inspection by prospec-
tive purchasers as soon as possible, preferably at the start of  an auction 
campaign.

Prospective bidders will require a copy of  the contract and vendor 
statement prior to the auction. Most bidders will want see the condi-
\QWV[�]VLMZ�_PQKP�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�Q[�WٺMZML�NWZ�[ITM�IVL�KPMKS�\PM�PW][M��
boundaries and title before bidding. A prospective purchaser can make 
IV�WٺMZ�\W�\PM�IOMV\�\W�J]a�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�JMNWZM�I]K\QWV��<PM�IOMV\�_QTT�
KWUU]VQKI\M�\PI\�WٺMZ�\W�\PM�^MVLWZ��1N �\PM�^MVLWZ�IKKMX\[�\PM�WٺMZ�
the auction will be cancelled.

The conduct of  an auction is governed by various Acts and Regula-
tions, including the Sale of  Land Act 1962, the Sale of  Land Act Regula-
tions 2005 and the Estate Agents (Professional Conduct) Regulations 
2008. The Sale of  Land Act prohibits a vendor from bidding at auction (a 
¹L]UUa�JQLº��J]\�ITTW_[�\PM�I]K\QWVMMZ�\W�JQL�WV�\PM�^MVLWZ¼[�JMPITN��
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<PQ[� Q[� SVW_V�I[� I� ¹^MVLWZ�JQLº��>MVLWZ�JQL[� IZM� []JRMK\� \W� KMZ\IQV�
requirements, including that:

• the auction conditions permit vendor bids to be made; and
• \PM� I]K\QWVMMZ� WZITTa� KWVÅZU[�� XZQWZ� \W� KWUUMVKMUMV\� WN �

bidding, that the auction conditions permit such bids; and
• the auctioneer clearly states, immediately before making a 

vendor bid that he or she is about to make a bid on behalf  of  
the vendor.

The Sale of  Land Act Regulations require certain rules and infor-
mation to be displayed at the auction site. These auction rules and 
information are prescribed in Schedules 1 to 5. They also allow co-
owners, who otherwise would have been prohibited from bidding at an 
auction, to do so in certain circumstances. The Estate Agents (Profes-
sional Conduct) Regulations prohibit an estate agent from accepting a 
JQL�IN\MZ�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�PI[�JMMV�¹SVWKSML�LW_Vº�

)�X]ZKPI[MZ�IL^MZ[MTa�IٺMK\ML�Ja�VWV�KWUXTQIVKM�_Q\P�\PM[M�XZW-
visions has recourse to compensation but is not entitled to avoid the 
contract. Applications for compensation must be made to the Victorian 
Civil and Administrative Tribunal (VCAT) before the second anniver-
sary of  the auction.

Tender

This is a marketing strategy used by agents mainly to sell industrial, 
commercial or special interest properties. It can be loosely described as 
I�¹JTQVL�I]K\QWVº�JMKI][M�MIKP�WٺMZ�Q[�UILM�KWVÅLMV\QITTa�IVL�][]ITTa�
[MITML��6W�JQLLMZ�WZ�\MVLMZMZ�Q[�I_IZM�WN �\PM�KWV\MV\�WN �IVa�W\PMZ�WٺMZ�
made.

The agent will require the vendor to sign a tender authority which 
enables the agent to act exclusively in marketing a property for sale in 
this manner.

Special documentation, including a vendor statement, a contract 
and a document setting out the rules of  tender, are drawn up.

Copies are given to prospective tenderers who can then make an 
WٺMZ��[]JUQ\�I�\MVLMZ���IVL�XIa�I�LMXW[Q\��\MVLMZ�NMM[���<PM�UW[\�[]Q\-
IJTM�WٺMZ�IKKMX\IJTM�\W�\PM�^MVLWZ�J]a[�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�

Tender fees are held in trust for the tenderer. All unsuccessful ten-
derers are refunded their tender fees. The tender fee paid by the suc-
cessful bidder will become a part deposit.
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Tender documents must be carefully drafted. They should be drawn 
in such a manner that, once a tender is submitted, it is irrevocable and 
needs only the vendor’s acceptance for an enforceable contract to exist.

Option to purchase

An option to purchase is regarded as a document creating an interest in 
land. It must be evidenced in writing to be enforceable. Although it is 
intended that a future document may bring a contract of  sale into exist-
ence, the option itself  is not a contract of  sale. It is best to attach a copy 
of  the proposed contract of  sale to the option agreement. This ensures 
KMZ\IQV\a�WN �\PM�\MZU[�JMQVO�WٺMZML�IVL�I^WQL[�XW\MV\QIT�LQ[X]\M[�I\�I�
future date.

Section 2 of  the Sale of  Land Act�LMÅVM[�¹[ITMº�I[�QVKT]LQVO�¹IV�IOZMM-
UMV\�NWZ�[ITM�IV�WٺMZ�\W�[MTT�IVL�\PM�OQ^QVO�WN �IV�WX\QWV�\W�X]ZKPI[Mº��
It is, therefore, good conveyancing practice to attach a vendor’s disclo-
sure statement. This statement should be current at the date the option 
agreement was signed and can be updated if  and when the option is 
exercised.

A notice of  intention to exercise the option should also be attached 
to the option agreement. This can be completed and served if  the 
option is to be exercised.

The option agreement usually sets out the details of  the vendor 
(grantor) and the purchaser (grantee) and grants the grantee an option 
to purchase the land upon certain terms and conditions. Usually these 
terms and conditions are contained in the proposed contract of  sale 
attached to the agreement. The agreement, amongst other things, stipu-
lates the date before which the option must be exercised, the manner 
in which the option should be exercised, the procedure to be adopted 
if  the option is exercised, and events which could lead to termination.

Once the notice of  intention to exercise the option is served it is 
QZZM^WKIJTM��<PM� VW\QKM� [PW]TL� \W� ITTW_� �\KQMVٻ[] \QUM� \W� ]XLI\M� \PM�
vendor statement, if  necessary, prior to the contract being deemed to 
have been signed by the grantee.

5LJKW�RI�ÀUVW�UHIXVDO

)�ZQOP\�WN �ÅZ[\�ZMN][IT�UIa�JM�QVKT]LML�QV�I�TMI[M��][]ITTa�QV�NI^W]Z�WN �
the lessee (the tenant). Except under special circumstances, this right 
can be exercised only if  the tenant is not in breach of  the lease.
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<PQ[�ZQOP\�WN �ÅZ[\�ZMN][IT�Q[�ZMOIZLML�I[�LQٺMZMV\�NZWU�IV�WX\QWV�\W�
purchase. It is purely contractual, gives the lessee no additional interest 
in the leased property and is not protected by section 42 of  the Transfer 
of  Land Act.

The lessee is usually given the right to refuse to purchase the leased 
property, upon stipulated terms and conditions, prior to the land being 
WٺMZML� NWZ� [ITM� WV� \PM� WXMV�UIZSM\�� <PM� KQZK]U[\IVKM[� \MZUQVI\QVO�
these rights should be clearly stated. This will avoid continual referral to 
\PM�TM[[MM�XZQWZ�\W�WٺMZQVO�\PM�XZWXMZ\a�\W�MIKP�XZW[XMK\Q^M�X]ZKPI[MZ�
once it has been listed for sale.
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8. The Online Process

<PM�TI[\�KPIX\MZ�\W]KPML�JZQMÆa�WV�\PM�UW^M�I_Ia�NZWU�XIXMZ�JI[ML�
transactions to electronic settlement and lodgment. That is now the pre-
dominant method and will be dealt with in some detail in this chapter as 
will the process of  online assessment and payment of  stamp duty. This 
chapter has been prepared by Joan Lentini. Her valuable contribution 
to this book is greatly appreciated. 

1V�\PM�TI[\�Å^M�aMIZ�XMZQWL��\PMZM�PI^M�JMMV�[QOVQÅKIV\�KPIVOM[�QV�
\PM�_Ia�KWV^MaIVKQVO� Q[�]VLMZ\ISMV��*W\P�;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�IVL�
Land Use Victoria require all Victorian transactions to be processed 
electronically through PEXA. Stamp duties and land taxes are paid 
through PEXA on the settlement date. 

Stamp duty
Practitioners have been required to complete State Revenue Victoria 
Duties Online Forms which became mandatory for all property trans-
actions entered since 1 July 2017. The information in the duties online 
NWZU�Q[�IT[W�KWTTMK\ML�Ja�;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�>QK\WZQI�NWZ�\PM�X]ZXW[M[�
of  calculating and collecting duty payable on the transfer between the 
parties to the transaction. 
Accessing the system

8ZIK\Q\QWVMZ[�U][\�ÅZ[\�ZMOQ[\MZ�I[�I�][MZ�_Q\P�;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�>QK-
toria. Upon approval pursuant to Section 39 of  the Taxation Administra-
tion Act 1997, this registration will authorise the practitioner (the certi-
ÅMZ��\W�][M�,]\QM[�7VTQVM��,74���

1\�Q[�\PM�KMZ\QÅMZ¼[�ZM[XWV[QJQTQ\a�\W�MV[]ZM�\PI\�\PM�KMZ\QÅMZ�IVL�\PM�
KMZ\QÅMZ¼[�][MZ[�IKKM[[�IVL�][M�,74�QV�IKKWZLIVKM�_Q\P�\PM�XZM[KZQJML�
<MZU[�IVL�+WVLQ\QWV[�WN �=[M��<PM�KMZ\QÅMZ�IVL�Q\[�][MZ[�U][\�KWUXTa�
with all applicable legislation when accessing and using DOL and the 
PIVLTQVO�WN � KTQMV\[¼�XMZ[WVIT� QVNWZUI\QWV��<PM�KMZ\QÅMZ� Q[� ZM[XWV[QJTM�
NWZ�MV[]ZQVO�\PI\�,74�Q[�WVTa�IKKM[[ML�IVL�][ML�WV�\PM�KMZ\QÅMZ¼[�JMPITN �
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by authorised individual users. Terms of  use for the online systems are 
set out in the General and Additional Terms and are binding by virtue 
of  Sections 41 and 43 of  the Taxation and Administration Act 1997. A user 
is deemed to be a natural person who accesses or uses DOL under the 
KMZ\QÅMZ[�ZMOQ[\ZI\QWV�
Using it

General condition  10.2 of  the standard contract  requires  the transfer-
or’s  representative to initiate the DOL form. The information entered 
QV\W�\PM�\ZIV[NMZWZ�,74�WVTQVM�NWZU�[PW]TL�JM�KPMKSML�IVL�KWVÅZUML�
as correct before an invitation is triggered for delivery via email to the 
transferee representative. As soon as possible after receipt, the transferee 
representative completes the transferee section of  the DOL form and 
that includes making application for any Stamp Duty Exemption or 
Concessions applicable. A message is generated from the State Revenue 
�KM�\W�\PM�ZM[XMK\Q^M�XZIK\Q\QWVMZ[�IL^Q[QVO�¹°�,]\QM[�.WZU�°�LI\Iٻ7
Q[� KWUXTM\M� IVL� ZMILa� NWZ� [QOVQVOº�� <PM� XZIK\Q\QWVMZ� Q[� ZMY]M[\ML� \W�
enter DOL to initiate the signing process.

<PM�LI\I�KWTTMK\ML�Ja�\PM�;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�Q[�[]J[\IV\QIT�IVL�Q\�
Q[�IL^Q[ML�\PI\�I�KPMKSTQ[\�_Q\P�ITT�\PM�ZMY]QZML�ÅMTL[�JM�KWUXTM\ML�WV�
\PM�+TQMV\¼[�ÅTM�JMNWZM�MV\MZQVO�\PM�,74�?WZS[XIKM��<PM�LI\I�KWTTMK\ML�
includes transferor/transferee full name, current and future address, 
date of  birth of  the individual, company ACN/ABN, nationality, and 
immigration details. It also includes the collection of  property address, 
title details and other property descriptors, monetary or other consid-
eration, deposit, contract date and settlement date. 

7V� \PM�ÅZ[\� XIOM� WN � \PM�,74� NWZU� \PMZM� Q[� IV� IKSVW_TMLOUMV\�
_PQKP�ZMY]QZM[�KWVÅZUI\QWV�\PI\�“… I acknowledge that the information and 
answers supplied by me in this form, on behalf  of  myself  or as a representative of  
a third party, are complete and correct to the best of  my knowledge ”. It is impera-
tive all information which is entered into the DOL is checked for its 
IKK]ZIKa�JMNWZM�KWVÅZUQVO�Q\��)Va�MLQ\[�\W�\PM�NWZU�IN\MZ�[QOVQVO�_W]TL�
unsign the DOL form. It would then be necessary for all parties to the 
transaction to re-sign their respective forms. If  this should occur, the 
;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�_QTT�IL^Q[M�MIKP�XZIK\Q\QWVMZ�\PI\�¹°�Duties Form 
… has been edited by�°º��<PM�XZIK\Q\QWVMZ�_QTT�IT[W�JM�I[SML�\W�¹����Please 
log into duties online to review the form”. 
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Providing the particulars

The current DOL form seeks to ascertain the following:

1. Whether you the practitioner are 
• Acting for the transferor or 
• Representing both transferor and transferee

2. Whether the property is being transferred via a
• transfer of  land
• +PIVOM�QV�\PM�JMVMÅKQIT�W_VMZ[PQX
• transfer of  land use entitlements

3. The type of  property which is being transferred
• Residential private dwelling
• Residential vacant land
• Commercial retail premises
• Commercial vacant land
• Residential and commercial mixed use
• Industrial with a building
• Industrial vacant land
• Primary production which may include building, imple-

ments, stock or water entitlements
• Primary production being vacant land with no implements, 

stock, or water entitlements
• Other property entitlements with water entitlements

4. The particulars of  the property being transferred 
• Its address
• Title Volume and Folio numbers
• Lot and plan numbers
• Book/memorial numbers
• Crown allotment number
• The total interest in the property being transferred

5. 0W_�\PM�JMVMÅKQIT�QV\MZM[\�Q[�JMQVO�\ZIV[NMZZML
• Deed of  disclaimer
• Deed of  transfer
• Declaration of  trust
• *MVMÅKQIT�QV\MZM[\
• Other
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6. The type of  structure
• Fixed trust
• Bare trust
• Joint venture
• Partnership
• Other

7. (a) The transferor personal details
• Individual – natural person
• Individual – other
• Company 
• Organisation
• Association
• ACN/ABN/ARBN

(b) !e individual who is a natural person 
• Current address and future address
• Date of  birth
• Email address
• Mobile number
• Nationality/citizenship

(c) !e individual who is a foreigner
• Country code of  tax residence
• Passport number
• Visa number
• Foreign Investment Review Board application number 

where applicable
• 7^MZ[MI[�\I`�QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�V]UJMZ
• ABN where applicable

(d) Company/Organisation/Association
• Registered Company/Organisation/Association name
• ACN/ABN/ARBN
• )]\PWZQ[ML�7ٻKMZ��MUIQT�ILLZM[[�IVL�UWJQTM�V]UJMZ
• +]ZZMV\�IVL�N]\]ZM�ZMOQ[\MZML�WٻKM
• Country of  incorporation
• Overseas registration number
• Foreign Investment Review Board application number 

where applicable
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A
acceptance of  title  157
acquisition, notices of   183–4
acting for parties  146–7
acting for purchaser

advising clients  223
cheques required  214–15
ÅVIT�QV[XMK\QWV�����
online process, 261–3
settlement calculations  211–12
vendor statement  86–8

acting for vendor
advising clients  222–3
cheques required  213–14
ÅVIT�QV[XMK\QWV�����
online process, 259–61
settlement calculations  212–13
vendor statement  85–6

adjustments  119, 137, 185–7
congestion levy  197
cost of  making title  198–9
foreign resident capital gains with-

holding payment  202
GST  200–1
land tax  196
leased properties  199–200
municipal rates  193–5
owners corporation charges and 

levies  197–8

reason for  187
settlement agent’s fee  201–2
statement of   202–5
water and sewerage rates  195–6
ways to

date for adjustment  189
land tax  191–2
non-apportionable outgoings  

188–9
not separately rated  189–90
pensioner rebates  190–1
periodic outgoings  188
readjustment after settlement  

189
settlement day  189

agency, execution of  contracts by  140
agent

fee settlement  201–2
in house  218
selling  60–1
settlement, instructing  218–19

aggregation  225
agreement  97–8

section 173  see section 173 agree-
ment

alias warrant  40, 41
annuity, registered charge of   44
approvals

building  81

10. Index

This index is indexed according to page number. References to section numbers of  
)K\[�IZM�[QUXTQÅML�\W�\PMQZ�KWZM�V]UJMZ"�NWZ�M`IUXTM��I�ZMNMZMVKM�\W�Transfer of  Land 
Act, section 98C(3) is indexed as section 98.
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conditional on obtaining  134–5
Foreign Investment Review Board  

135
auction

blind  16
sale by  15–16

Aurumstone v Yarra Bank Developments Pty 
Ltd [2017] VSC 503  157

Australian Competition and Con-
sumer Commission  70

)][\ZITQIV�<I`�7ٻKM�����·�

B
bank guarantee  115
binding period  40
blind auction  16
boiler plating  112
breach of  contract  123–4
builder warranty insurance  113
building

IXXZW^IT[��KMZ\QÅKI\M�NWZ����
legislation

Building Act  89
compliance issues  93–4
Domestic Building Contracts Act  

89–93
report  118
works to be done  133–4

Building Act 1993  46–7, 67, 89
section 135  81, 89, 90
section 137  81, 92, 94, 112, 133
section 160  46
section 162  47
section 163  47
section 164  46
section 165  46

*]QTLQVO�-VMZOa�-ٻKQMVKa�+MZ\QÅKI\M��
95

*]QTLQVO�-VMZOa�-ٻKQMVKa�,Q[KTW[]ZM�)K\ 
2010 (Cth)  95

Building (Multi-storey Residential 
Building Exemption) Regulations 
2002  89

Building (Plumbing) Act 1999  92
Bulk Lodgment Service  227
J][PÅZM�XZWVM�IZMI����
business day  107

C
capacity  100
caveats  28–9, 263–5

emptor  69
lodging  29–30, 160–1
removing  30–1

KMZ\QÅKI\M�WN �\Q\TM����·�����������
KMZ\QÅKI\M[

apply to property  57–8
of  dealings  237
and information statements

building approvals  62
J][PÅZM�XZWVM�IZMI����
congestion levy  67
environment protection 

authority  66
Growth Areas Infrastructure 

Contribution  67
0MZQ\IOM�+MZ\QÅKI\M����
land information  61–2
land tax  65
mine subsidence  66–7
owners corporation informa-

tion  63–4
planning  61
VicRoads  64–5
water rate and encumbrance or 

information statement  62–3
chain of  documents  69, 157
charges  43

of  annuity, registered  44
information not on title  54
statutory  45, 79

checks
informal  59–60
search  see ÅVIT�[MIZKP

cheques, for settlements  213
¹KTMIV�[TI\Mº����
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clients
authorisation  236
contact with  6
to obtain information  60

Climate Change Act 2010  50
co-ownership  176
collateral mortgages  38
combination vendor statement  76
¹KWUNWZ\º�TM\\MZ�����
commencement date, establishment 

of   93
commencement of  construction  91
Commonwealth of  Australia  179
community agreement  48
comprehensive vendor statement  76
congestion levy  197
Congestion Levy Act  187

section 32  67
consideration  98
KWV[\Z]K\Q^M�VW\QKM��LMÅVML�����
+WV[]UMZ�)ٺIQZ[�>QK\WZQI����
Consumer Credit Code  12–13
Contaminated Sites Register  66
contents

building approvals and insurance  
81

general conditions of  sale  114
notices  81–2
outgoings and statutory charges  79
owners corporation  79–80
planning and road access  78
property  77
restrictions  77–8
services  81
signing and dating  82
table of   107
title  82
vendor  76

contracting out  85
contracts

annexures to  139–40
execution of  106–7

by agency  140

by corporate entities  141
LMÅVQ\QWV[�����
electronically  142
by individuals  140
by power of  attorney  141–2
rules  107
warnings  107

forms for sale of  land  102
contract of  sale prepared by 

legal practitioner  104
copyright printed forms  104
open contract  102–3
option to purchase  104–5
prescribed contract of  sale  

103–4
general conditions of  sale  see 

general conditions
notices  106

approval and copyright  106
disclaimer  106

owner-builders  93
particulars of  sale  107–10
pre-registration  154
and settlement, prior to settlement 

of  transaction
adjustments  see adjustments
deposit  see deposit
purchaser  see purchaser
registrar’s requirements  149
settlement statement and state-

ment of  adjustments  202–5
transfer documents  see transfer 

documents
vendor’s title, clearing  170–1

special conditions  see special con-
ditions

standard contract  105–6
table of  contents  107
terms contract  142

acting for parties  146–7
contract limitations  143–4
credit code  145
deposits  145
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GST  145–6
valid, elements of

agreement  97–8
capacity  100
certainty of  terms  98–100
consideration  98
intention of  parties to be bound  

98
legality of  purpose  100–1

contractual documents  1–2
conveyancers  8
Conveyancers Act 2006  8
conveyancing

components
contractual documents  1–2
non-title restrictions and 

charges  1
title and goods  1
title documents, settlement, 

stamping, lodging and regis-
tration  2

LMÅVQ\QWV���
electronic

KMZ\QÅKI\M�\Q\TM�����
KMZ\QÅKI\QWV�WN �LMITQVO[�����
client authorisation  236
cost  237
QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�WN �KTQMV\[�����
implementation of   236
transferring funds  237

methods of  sale
option to purchase  17
private sale through agent  14
private sale with no agent  14
ZQOP\�WN �ÅZ[\�ZMN][IT����·� 
sale by auction  15–16
tender  16–17

participants  see participants in 
conveyancing transaction

practitioner  81, 85, 87, 104–5, 
165–6, 176, 210
checking measurements of  

property  162

dealing or lodging book  228
notice of  acquisition  231–2
[\WZIOM�WN �LWK]UMV\[�IVL�ÅTM[��

234–5
vendor statement  75–6

KWWTQVO�Wٺ�XMZQWL
ascertaining commencement date 

of   151–2
inapplicable  150

KWWTQVO�Wٺ�ZQOP\[�����·�
copyright printed forms  104
corporate entities  141
Corporations Act 2001  179
Corporations Law  141, 152

section 123  178
cost

electronic conveyancing  237
of  making title  187, 198–9

covenants  26–7
positive  138–9
restrictive  138

credit code  145
Crown Grant  111
Customer Information Bulletin 150  

180
Customer Information Bulletin 159  

161
Customer Information Bulletin 161  

161

D
dating, vendor statement  82
day of  sale  107
deadlines, in conveyancing  6
dealing

book  228
KMZ\QÅKI\QWV�WN �����
numbers  227

Deeds Register  235
defendant  39
,MXIZ\UMV\�WN �.WZMQOV�)ٺIQZ[�IVL�

Trade  236
deposits  109, 114, 145, 153–4
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bond  115
bonds and guarantees  156
early release of

acceptance of  title  157
KWVLQ\QWV[�MV]ZQVO�NWZ�JMVMÅ\�

of  purchaser  156–7
notice in writing  158
purchaser satisfaction  158–9
purchaser’s written advice  159

investment of   135, 155
payment of   154
pre-registration contracts  154
release of   155, 158, 164
requirements of   156
unpaid, vendor’s claim for penalty 

interest on  155
designated insurers  89
disbursements  167
discharge of  mortgage  36–7
disposition, notices of   185
Domestic Building Contracts Act 1995  

89–93, 133
domestic building work  91
Downing v. Lau [2018] VCC 333  84
due diligence checklist  72
Duoedge Pty Ltd v Leong & Anor [2013] 

VSC 36  116
duress  99
dutiable value  183
Duties Act 2000  224

section 12  224
section 21  139
section 22  139

Duties Online (DOL)  239–40, 247

E
easements  27–8

by prescription  59
unregistered  53–4, 77

eCT  222, 237
Edge Development Group Pty Ltd v Jack 

Road Investments Pty Ltd [2019] 
VSCA 91, The  103

electronic conveyancing  235
KMZ\QÅKI\M�\Q\TM�����
KMZ\QÅKI\QWV�WN �LMITQVO[�����
client authorisation  236
cost  237
QLMV\QÅKI\QWV�WN �KTQMV\[�����
implementation of   236
transferring funds  237

Electronic Lodgment Network (ELN)  
236, 251

Electronic Lodgment Network 
Operator (ELNO)  115, 236, 251

electronic settlement  115
electronic signature  110
Electronic Transactions Act 2000  142
encumbrances  62–3, 111–12

agreements under legislation  
45–50

caveats  28–31
charges  43–5
covenants  26–7
easements  27–8
mortgages  see mortgages
warrants of  seizure and sale  39–43

Enduring Power of  Attorney  141
MVMZOa�MٻKQMVKa�QVNWZUI\QWV��!�
enquiries  165–6

Wٺ�\Q\TM�����
Environment Protection Authority  66
equitable interest  22–3

equitable mortgage of   39
equitable mortgage  12, 39
equity funds  9, 212
estate agent  10–12

vendor  107
LMÅVML�����
purchaser  108

Estate Agents Act 1980  10, 152
section 53  103–4, 106

Estate Agents (Professional Conduct) 
Regulations 2008  15

execution  106
of  contracts
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by agency  140
by corporate entities  141
electronically  142
by individuals  140
under power of  attorney  

141–2
LMÅVQ\QWV[�����
rules  107
of  transfer documents  177–8

by company  178–9
by individual  178
under power of  attorney  180

warnings  107
executor sale  136
expenses, estimating  166

disbursements  167
fees  167
government fees and charges  

167–8
residence concession, principal 

place of   168

F
Fair Trading Act 1999  70
fair trading legislation  70–1
fees  167

agent  201–2
government  167–8
payment of  lodging  224
registration  226
settlement agent  201–2

ÅVIT�QV[XMK\QWV����!�����·��
ÅVIT�UM\MZ�ZMILQVO����
ÅVIT�[MIZKP�������������������·� 
ÅZ[\�PWUM�W_VMZ[����!
foreclosure  35–6
Foreign Acquisition and Takeovers Act 1975 

(C’th)  135
Foreign Investments Review Board  

135
foreign resident capital gains with-

holding payment  119, 202
Forest Carbon Rights  50

Forestry and Carbon Management 
Agreements  50

forms for sale of  land  101–2
contract of  sale

prepared by legal practitioner  
104

prescribed  103–4
copyright printed forms  104
open contract  102–3
option to purchase  104–5

full vendor statement  76
funds, transferring  237

G
general conditions (GC)

condition 1  110
condition 2  69, 111
condition 3  111, 162–3
condition 4  111, 181
condition 5  111–12
condition 6  112
condition 7  112, 160
condition 8  113, 160
condition 9  113
condition 10  113, 183
condition 11  113, 215
condition 12  113, 164
condition 13  114
condition 14  114, 154–5, 156–7
condition 15  115, 187, 192, 202
condition 16  115
condition 17  115, 170, 209, 213
condition 18  115, 182, 218
condition 19  115–16
condition 20  116–18
condition 21  118, 186
condition 22  118
condition 23  119, 147, 185–6, 

189, 190, 196, 197
condition 24  119
condition 25  119–20
condition 26  120
condition 27  120
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condition 28  120–1, 195
condition 29  121, 169, 215
condition 30  121
condition 31  121–3, 163, 217
condition 32  123–4
condition 33  124–5
condition 34  125–9
condition 35  129–30

general law land  114
General Law title  69, 157
General Power of  Attorney  141
goods  108–9

as component of  conveyancing  1
government fees and charges  167–8
Growth Areas Infrastructure Contri-

bution (GAIC)  49, 67
GST (goods and services tax)  109, 

115–16, 145–6
adjustments  200–1
withholding  119–20

guarantee  111, 137, 156
bank  115

H
Heritage Act 1995  66
0MZQ\IOM�+MZ\QÅKI\M��������
Heritage Register  66
PWUM�W_VMZ[��ÅZ[\����!

I
illegality  100
¹QV�PW][Mº�IOMV\[���� 
informal checks  59–60
information not on title  51–2

agent  60–1
KMZ\QÅKI\M[�IVL�QVNWZUI\QWV�[\I\M-

ments
building approvals  62
J][PÅZM�XZWVM�IZMI����
congestion levy  67
environment protection 

authority  66
Growth Areas Infrastructure 

Contribution  67
0MZQ\IOM�+MZ\QÅKI\M����
land information  61–2
land tax  65
mine subsidence  66–7
owners corporation informa-

tion  63–4
planning  61
VicRoads  64–5
water rate and encumbrance or 

information statement  62–3
from client  60
informal checks  59–60
personal property securities  54–5
physical inspection of  land

easements by prescription  59
illegal structures  58
measurements  58

rates and charges  54
restrictions on use  53
[QOVQÅKIVKM����
statutory/rating authority, applying 

to  55–6
available information  56–7
KMZ\QÅKI\M[�IXXTa�\W�XZWXMZ\a��

57–8
unregistered easements  53–4

information statements
KMZ\QÅKI\M[�IVL

building approvals  62
J][PÅZM�XZWVM�IZMI����
congestion levy  67
environment protection 

authority  66
Growth Areas Infrastructure 

Contribution  67
0MZQ\IOM�+MZ\QÅKI\M����
land information  61–2
land tax  65
mine subsidence  66–7
owners corporation informa-

tion  63–4
planning  61
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VicRoads  64–5
water rate and encumbrance or 

information statement  62–3
inspection

ÅVIT����!�����·��
of  property  121

instrument search  227–8
Instruments Act 1958

section 111  180
section 126  101, 141

insurance
contents  81
purchaser  163–4

Insurance Act 1973  89
intention to be bound by contract  98
interest  124–5

equitable  22–3, 39
security  113

irrigation charges  196

J
joint tenancy  176–7
judgment creditor  39
judgment debtor  39

K
key arrangements  221

L
land  108

adversely possessed  137–8
forms for sale  101–2

contract of  sale prepared by 
legal practitioner  104

copyright printed forms  104
open contract  102–3
option to purchase  104–5
prescribed contract of  sale  

103–4
general law  114
identity of   112
QVNWZUI\QWV�KMZ\QÅKI\M����·�
physical inspection

easements by prescription  59
illegal structures  58
measurements  58

restrictions on use  53
sale of  business with  225
\I`��KMZ\QÅKI\M����
_WZS[�IٺMK\QVO�VI\]ZIT�[]ZNIKM�

level of   134
Land Acquisition and Compensation Act 

1986  85
land banking scheme  105
Land Registry  73, 161, 177

dealings lodged at  228
parent title lodged with  199
payment of  lodging fees  224
requisitions  228–9
requisitions and stopped cases  

228–9
transfer of  land lodged  226

land tax
adjustments

things to  196
ways to  191–2

Land Tax Act 2005  187
section 15  226
section 96  45
section 96  65
section 97  45

Land Tax (Amendment) Regulations 
1992  226

land title
KMZ\QÅKI\M�WN �\Q\TM����·�
encumbrances

agreements under legislation  
45–50

caveats  28–31
charges  43–5
covenants  26–7
easements  27–8
mortgages  see mortgages
warrants of  seizure and sale  

39–43
Register Book  23
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search
containing  25–6
reasons for  25
ways to  25

Torrens system
guaranteed estates in land by 

virtue of  registration  19–20
indefeasibility of  title  20
ownership evidenced by reg-

istration on folio of  register  
20–1

unregistered or equitable interests
equitable interests  22–3
unregistered dealings  21–2

Law Institute of  Victoria (LIV)  75
lawyers  7
lease  109–10
leased properties  199–200, 232
Legal Aid Act 1978

section 47  45
Legal Aid Commission  45
legal estate, equitable mortgage of   39
legal practitioner  179

contract of  sale prepared by  104
Legal Practitioners Liability Com-

mittee  7
Legal Profession Tribunal  7
Legal Profession Uniform Law (Vic)  

7, 106
Legal Services Board  7
lenders  12–14, 171–2

information, providing  172–3
mortgage documentation  173–4
title documents on settlement  

174–5
levies  197–8

congestion  197
liability of  signatory  111
Lo v Russell [2016] VSCA 323  153
loan  110, 116–18
Local Government Act 1958  187

section 387  51
Local Government Act 1989

section 230  184
section 231  184

Local Government (General) Regula-
tions 2004  185

lodging, transfer of  documents  175–6

M
¹UILM�I^IQTIJTMº�[a[\MU���!!
Magistrates Court Act 1989, section 112  

39
major domestic building contract  133
Memorandum of  Common Provi-

sions (MCP)  32
UQVM�[]J[QLMVKM�KMZ\QÅKI\M����
Mining Register  67
Ministerial Order  89
misrepresentation  99
mistake  99
Model Participation Rules (MPR’s)  

236
money, conditions of  sale  114–20
mortgagee  31, 171

information required by  172
sale  33–5, 136

mortgages  31–3
and charges, variation of  priority 

of   38
collateral  38
default by mortgagor  33
discharge of   36–7
documentation  173–4
equitable  39
foreclosure  35–6
mortgagee sale  33–5
second  36
terms of   143
transfer of   37
variation of   37–8
vendor  143–4

mortgagor  32–3, 172
default by  33

municipal/council rates  193–5
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N
nomination  111

transfer documents
form of   181–2
stamp duty  182

nominee  111
non-apportionable outgoings  186, 

188–9
non-compliance, consequences of   

84–5
non-title restrictions and charges  1
notice in writing  158
notice of  acquisition (NOA)  183–4, 

185, 226
sending  230–1

notice of  disposition (NOD)  185
sending  232

notices  106  see also notice of  acquisi-
tion; notice of  disposition

approval and copyright  106
default  125–9
disclaimer  106
disclosure of   81
post-contract  120–1
priority  161–2
sending  230–1

O
¹Wٺ�\PM�XTIVº�X]ZKPI[M����������·���

137, 139, 160
Wٺ�\Q\TM�MVY]QZQM[�����
WٺMZ�\W�X]ZKPI[M�����
online enquiries  74–5
online process

getting help  266
lodgment and settlement  250–1

accessing system  254–6
client authorization  252
compliance  251
legal framework  251
priority notice  265–6
process  258–65
providing particulars  256–8

^MZQÅKI\QWV�WN �QLMV\Q\a�����·�
stamp duty

accessing system  239–40
obtaining information  250
process  247–9
providing particulars  241–7

open contract  102–3
option to purchase  17–18, 104–5
outgoings

adjustment of   185–7
non-apportionable  186, 188–9
periodic  188
and statutory charges  79

over-the-counter lodging  227
over-the-counter registration  227
owner-builders  90–3
owners corporation

charges  197–8
information  63–4, 136

Owners Corporation Act 2006
section 59  80
section 60  80
section 151  80

7_VMZ[�+WZXWZI\QWV�+MZ\QÅKI\M�
(OCC)  63–4, 79–80

P
paper lodgment  176
parallel arrangements  182
parent title  199
parks charge  196
partial discharge of  mortgage  37
participants in conveyancing transac-

tion
estate agents  10–12
lenders  12–14
purchaser  3–4
representatives  4–5

contact with client  6
conveyancers  8
deadlines  6
getting paid  8–10
keep records and maintain 
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ÅTM[���
lawyers  7

vendor  2–3
particulars of  sale  107–10
Paterson v. Batrouney [2000] VSC 

313  84
XIa�W]\�ÅO]ZM[�����
payment  109
payment of  deposit  154
penalty interest on unpaid deposit  

155
pensioner

eligible  169
rebates  190–1

periodic outgoings  188
XMZ[WVIT�VW\QÅKI\QWV[�����
Personal Property Securities Act 2009  54, 

113
Personal Property Securities Register 

(PPSR)  55, 113
pest report  118
physical inspection of  land

easements by prescription  59
illegal structures  58
measurements  58

XTIQV\Qٺ���!
planning

KMZ\QÅKI\M��� ·!
registration of   131–2
bWVQVO�QVNWZUI\QWV�KMZ\QÅKI\M����

Planning and Environment Act 1987  46
section 173  139

Planning and Environment Amendment 
(Growth Areas Infrastructure Contribu-
tion) Act 2011  49, 79

Planning and Environment (Restrictive 
Covenants) Act 2000  74

¹XT][�/;<º�KWV[QLMZI\QWV�����
positive covenants  138–9
possessory land  138
power of  attorney  102

enduring  141
execution of  contracts  141–2

execution of  transfer documents  
180

general  141
[XMKQÅK����

pre-registration contracts  154
pre-selling  94
¹XZM�[M\\TMUMV\º�QV[XMK\QWV�����
preliminary settlement  147
primary instrument  38
principal place of  residence (PPR)  65
principal sum  32
priority notices  161–2, 265–6
property

address  108
LMÅVML�����

Property Law Act
section 42  182
section 53  29
section 87  36

purchase price, adjustment of   192
purchaser  3–4, 108

access  136
caveat, lodging  160–1
KWWTQVO�Wٺ�ZQOP\[�����·�
estimating expenses  166

disbursements  167
fees  167
government fees and charges  

167–8
residence concession, principal 

place of   168
ÅVIT�QV[XMK\QWV����!
ÅVIT�[MIZKP�����
ÅZ[\�PWUM�W_VMZ[����!
insurance  163–4
lender, dealing with  171–2

information, providing  172–3
mortgage documentation  

173–4
title documents on settlement  

174–5
measurements  162
priority notices  161–2
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releasing deposit  164
representative  108
requisitions on title  162–3
searches and enquiries  164

other searches and enquiries  
165–6

title search  165
Putt & Anor v Perfect Builders Pty Ltd 

[2013] VSC 442  117

Q
Qin v Smith (No. 2) [2013] VSC 476  

126–7
Queen’s caveat  29

R
ZI\M[�QVNWZUI\QWV�KMZ\QÅKI\M����
readjustment after settlement  189
Real Estate Institute of  Victoria Ltd 

(REIV)  75
receipted lodging summary form  228
referral authority  46
Register Book  23
Register search  24, 165, 217
registered builder  90
registered charge of  annuity  44
Registered proprietor  2–3, 23, 37, 

76, 198
Registrar’s caveat  see Queen’s caveat
registration  226

dealing or lodging book  228
fees  226
land registry requisitions and 

stopped cases  228–9
lodging  227–8
over-the-counter  227
of  plan  131–2
return of  title  229–30

¹ZMV\�\W�J]aº�KWV\ZIK\[�����
rentcharge  44
reports  110
representatives  5–6

contact with client  6

conveyancers  8
deadlines  6
getting paid  8–10
SMMX�ZMKWZL[�IVL�UIQV\IQV�ÅTM[���
lawyers  7

residence concession, principal place 
of   168

residential tenancies  233
Residential Tenancies Bond Authority 

(RTBA)  233
restrictive covenant  47

creation of   138
Retail Leases Act 2003  233
retail tenancies  233
return of  title  229–30
Revenue Ruling

DA026  225
DA029  225

rights
KWWTQVO�Wٺ�����·�
WN �ÅZ[\�ZMN][IT��� 

road access  78
rule of  thumb  112

S
sale

by auction  15–16
of  business with land  225
conditional on another property  

134
LMÅVML�����·�
executor  136
general conditions of  sale  see 

general conditions
of  land, forms for  101–2

contract of  sale prepared by 
legal practitioner  104

copyright printed forms  104
open contract  102–3
option to purchase  104–5
prescribed contract of  sale  

103–4
methods of   14–18
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mortgagee  136
option to purchase  17
particulars of   107–10
private sale

through agent  14
with no agent  14

ZQOP\�WN �ÅZ[\�ZMN][IT����·� 
[PMZQٺ¼[����·�
special conditions  see special con-

ditions
tender  16–17

Sale of  Land Act 1962  16, 103
section 2  17, 104, 131
section 9  103, 106, 131–2, 134, 

136
section 10  132
section 11  80, 166
section 12  71
section 27  114, 145, 156, 158, 

164, 230
section 29  136, 142–4
section 30  153
section 31  106, 150
section 32  1, 3, 25, 69, 71, 93
section 33  72
section 34  122
section 35  122–3, 163

Sale of  Land Act Regulations 2005  
16

satisfaction piece  42–3
search

ÅVIT�����· 
others  165–6
title  82, 87, 165  [MM�IT[W�[XMKQÅK�\aXM[

containing  25–6
reasons for  25
ways to  25

second mortgages  36
section 173 agreement  45–6, 139
secured property  32
security deposit or bond  233
security interest, release of   113
services  81

general conditions of  sale  113, 
120

settlement  109, 115, 207–8
after  207–8, 222

advising clients  222–3
arrangements with tenants  

232–4
deposit  230
electronic conveyancing  235–7
foreign purchasers  226
registration  226–30
sending notices  230–2
stamping  224–5
[\WZIOM�WN �LWK]UMV\[�IVL�ÅTM[��

234–5
agent’s fee  201–2
arranging

attendees  209–10
calculations  211–13
cheques required  213–15
date  208
ÅVIT�QV[XMK\QWV�����·��
ÅVIT�[MIZKP�����·� 
instructing settlement agent  

218–19
keys  218
making bookings  210
place  209
time  209

attending  219–22
purchaser’s responsibility  220
vendor’s responsibility  220

cascading  221
checklist of   207
day  189
electronic  115
loss or damage before  121–3
preliminary  147
readjustment after  189
statement  202–5
of  transaction, prior to

adjustments  see adjustments
deposit  see deposit
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purchaser  see purchaser
registrar’s requirements  149
settlement statement and state-

ment of  adjustments  202–5
transfer documents  see transfer 

documents
vendor’s title, clearing  170–1

sewerage rates  195–6
[PMZQٺ¼[�[ITM����·�
signature, electronic  110
signing, vendor statement  82
single holding basis  196
;WTQKQ\WZ[¼�+MZ\QÅKI\M�����
special charge  193
special conditions

condition 1  131–2
condition 2  133–4
condition 3  134
condition 4  134
condition 5  134–5
condition 6  135
condition 7  135
condition 8  135
condition 9  136
condition 10  136
condition 11  136
condition 12  136
condition 13  137
condition 14  137
condition 15  137–8
condition 16  138
condition 17  138–9
condition 18  139
condition 19  139

special rate  193
;XMKQÅK�8W_MZ�WN �)\\WZVMa�����
stamp duty  139, 182, 199

aggregation  225
rates of  duty, calculating  224–5
sale of  business with land  225

State Guarantee  20
;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM��;:7����!��� ���

224–5

statement  see�[XMKQÅK�[\I\MUMV\[
statutory (or rating) authority  55–8, 

73
available information  56–7
KMZ\QÅKI\M���!�
KMZ\QÅKI\M[�IXXTa�\W�XZWXMZ\a����· 
place to apply  56

statutory charges  45, 79
Subdivision Act 1988  27

section 12  28, 54, 77
section 21  46
section 36  28

subsequent contract  85
sunset clauses  131
sunset date  131

T
table of  contents  107
Tan v Russell [2016] VSC 93  153
tax  see also land tax

TIVL��KMZ\QÅKI\M����
Taxation Administration Act 1997

Section 39  239
Section 41  240
Section 43  240

tenants  176–7
arrangements with  232–4

terms contract  110, 121, 142
acting for parties  146–7
¹KWUXTM\QWVº�QV�ZMTI\QWV�\W�����
contract limitations  143–4
credit code  145
deposits  145
GST  145–6

third party mortgage  38
time & cooperation  120
time for delivery  183
title

acceptance of   157
KMZ\QÅKI\M�WN ����·������
as component of  conveyancing  1
conditions of  sale  111–14
documents on settlement  174–5
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indefeasibility of   20
information not on  see information 

not on title
insurance  163–4
land  see land title
requisitions on  162–3
search  82, 87, 165
vendor  170–1

Trade Practices Act 1974  70
transfer

of  land  113
of  mortgage  37

transfer documents  175–6
acquisition, notices of   183–4
disposition, notices of   185
execution  177–8

by company  178–9
by individual  178
under power of  attorney  180

forms of  transfer  176
manner of  holding  176–7
nomination

form of   181–2
stamp duty  182

;\I\M�:M^MV]M�7ٻKM�LMKTIZI\QWV[��
183

time for delivery  183
Transfer of  Land Act 1958  1, 19, 114, 

228, 252
section 27  24
section 34  38
section 40  19
section 42  1, 18, 51, 137, 187
section 45  37
section 52  22, 39, 40, 41
section 60  137
section 74  32, 44
section 75  147
section 76  33
section 77  12, 130, 144
section 84  36
section 87  36
section 89  22, 29, 31, 130, 160

section 90  30, 31
section 91  161
section 98  28, 54, 77
section 104  178
section 106  29
section 110  20
section 121  28, 176

transferee  see purchaser
Trustee Act, section 69  35

U
unconscionable conduct  100
]VL]M�QVÆ]MVKM�����
unpaid deposit, claim for penalty 

interest on  155
unregistered dealings  21–2
unregistered easements  53–4, 77

V
variation of  priorities  38
vendor  2–3, 108

to assist  136
bid  16
claim for penalty interest on 

unpaid deposit  155
contents  76
LMÅVML�����
representative  108
role of   204–5
title, clearing  170–1
warranties  112

vendor disclosure  69
building legislation

Building Act  89
compliance issues  93–4
Domestic Building Contracts Act  

89–93
MVMZOa�MٻKQMVKa�QVNWZUI\QWV��!�
fair trading legislation  70–1
vendor statement  see vendor state-

ment
vendor statement  71–2, 107, 202–3

acting for purchaser  86–8
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acting for vendor  85–6
additional  83–4
consequences of  non-compliance  

84–5
contents

building approvals and insur-
ance  81

notices  81–2
outgoings and statutory charges  

79
owners corporation  79–80
planning and road access  78
property  77
restrictions  77–8
services  81
signing and dating  82
title  82
vendor  76

contracting out  85
gathering information  72–3

additional information from 
vendor  73–4

Land Registry  73
statutory authorities  73
verbal and online enquiries  

74–5
preparing  75

combination vendor statement  
76

full vendor statement  76
simple/short form  75

subsequent contract  85
verbal enquiries  74–5
VicRoads  64–5
Victorian Civil and Administrative 

Tribunal (VCAT)  16
Victorian Property Fund  10

W
warranties

builder warranty insurance  113
vendor  69, 112

warrants
alias  40, 41
renewal of   40
of  seizure and sale  22, 39–43

Water Act 1989  187
part 12  47–49
section 158  51

Water Information Statement  62–3
water rate  62–3, 195–6
¹_WZS�QV�SQVLº��?13��IOZMMUMV\��

49–50

Z
zoning of  property  298


